Abstract

This bibliography records books about the Java Programming Language and related software.
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Application-Aware [LZ12].
Application-Replay [BH12].
Applications [GMPS12, GD12, MAHK16, MG14, MVdL12, MMP15, NKH16, NWB*+15, OwKPM15, RPP19, SLES15, VP16, WBA*+11, AMT17, AST*+16, AC16, AMWW15, ADI13, ABFM12, DSEE13, BOF17, BBXC13, EABVG14, GMC*+13, HLO15, JH11, MTL15, MZC10a, MZC10b, PLR14, PKC*+13, RHD15, R*+13, RVP11, RW17, Ryu16, Sch10b, SAD1b, SGG12, vdMvdM12].

applying [CMM17].

Approach [BDT10, CSF*+16, DLPT14, KKW14, STST12, ADI13, FGB*+19, CHM13, CSKB12, DHM*+12, HLO15, Hdm17, J*+12, MZC10a, MvH15, PSL11, RVP11, RO12, SNS*+14].

approachable [WHV*+13].
approaches [GD10, MD15, SS14]. approximate [CN13].
Approximation [RvB14].

Approximations [SS12].

apps [BM18, CNS13, MMP*+12, Ngo12, Sta10].

Architectural [CSGT17, KKK*+17].

Architecture [GMPS12, Wan11, AMWW15, Del13, Gon11].

Architectures [KKK*+17, RKN*+18, ABR10, Hos12, MS10, ZP14].

arena [TRE*+13]. arithmetic [TGZ17].

Arm [DiP18b].

Arquillian [Ame13]. array [SV15b].

arrays [FBH17, SBF*+10].
arrows [FZ17].

art [Lew13].

ASM [AGR17].

Aspect [ABMV12, BH10, VBAM10b, VBMA11, WBA*+11].

Aspect-Oriented [ABMV12, BH10, VBAM10b, WBA*+11].

Aspectizing [TNTN12].

AspectJ [AC10].
aspects [LVG10].

Assertion [MM12].

Assertion-Based [MM12].

Assertional [LL15].

assertions [VYY10].

Assessing [GTSS11, VBZ*+18, JAC10].

assessment [IS18].

assignment [KT15].

AST [DRN14, HWW*+15, ZLB14].

asymmetric [CBGM12].

asymptotic [ODL15].

Asynchronous [KW11, SK12, WK12, FZ17, KW10, LML17].
atomic [WAB*+11].

Atomicity [GGRSY17, JLP*+14, BHS14, BNS12, GGRSY15, UMP10].
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Attack [BH12].

Attacks [MSSK16, VS11].

attribute [SHU16]. attributes [GD10].

approximate [CNS13].

Approximation [RvB14].

approximations [SS12].

Back [Car11].

Balance [PS11].

balances [PPS16].

Barrier [CHMY19, CHMY15, VB14a].
barriers [HJH10, WBM*+10].

Based [AFGG11, DLR16, GM12, GGG*+15, GGC18, LTD*+12, MvDL12, MM12, PTML11, PI11, PE11, RBL12, RT14, SGD15, SLS*+12, ST15, SWF12, AZY10, AST*+16, ADI13, BBE*+10, BBP13, BB17, CDTM10, CSKB12, CJ17, CFST14, CFST15, EKUR10, GT10a, GMC*+13, HWW14, HWT*+12, HOK14, HWLM11, IHWN12, IRJ*+12, JEC*+12, JMO14, KATS12, KS13, KRCH14, MRMV12, ZFK*+16].

Automatic [GGRSY14, GGRSY15, GGRSY17, IS18, KKW11, LXP18, MDS*+17, MM16, P0D12, S11, SD16a, SJS10, SS16, WM10, XMD*+17, ABK*+16, FM13, PG12].

automatically [TB14].

Autonom [DLPT14, SEK*+19].

Autonomous [GMPS12].
average [LDL14].
avoid [XR10].

Avoiding [FRC*+17, ZBB17].
avoids [PPS16].

Aware [JYKS12, LZ12, BBXC13, CL17, EBT10, SSB*+14a, SV12].

awareness [VGS14].

axiomatic [TVD10].

B [DLZ*+13].

back [Car11].

Background [PSW17, PSW19].

Backstage [PS11].

Bad [dGRdB*+15].

baggage [KFB*+12].

balances [FMBH15].

balancing [PDDM*+16].

Ball [DD13].

Barrier [CHMY19, CHMY15, VB14a].

Barrier [HJH10, WBM*+10].

Based [AFGG11, DLR16, GM12, GGG*+15, GGC18, LTD*+12, MvDL12, MM12, PTML11, PI11, PE11, RBL12, RT14, SGD15, SLS*+12, ST15, SWF12, AZY10, AST*+16, ADI13, BBE*+10, BBP13, BB17, CDTM10, CSKB12, CJ17, CFST14, CFST15, EKUR10, GT10a, GMC*+13, HWW14, HWT*+12, HOK14, HWLM11, IHWN12, IRJ*+12, JEC*+12, JMO14, KATS12, KS13, KRCH14, MRMV12, ZFK*+16].

Automatic [GGRSY14, GGRSY15, GGRSY17, IS18, KKW11, LXP18, MDS*+17, MM16, P0D12, S11, SD16a, SJS10, SS16, WM10, XMD*+17, ABK*+16, FM13, PG12].

automatically [TB14].

Autonomic [DLPT14, SEK*+19].

Autonomous [GMPS12].
average [LDL14].
avoid [XR10].

Avoiding [FRC*+17, ZBB17].
avoids [PPS16].

Aware [JYKS12, LZ12, BBXC13, CL17, EBT10, SSB*+14a, SV12].

awareness [VGS14].
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KvRHA14, KS14, Lon10a, Lon10b, MCC17, MB12, MCY+10, PDPM+16, PSW11, SZ11, SBK13, SMP10, SPY+16, SV17, SNS+14, UIY10, UPR+18, VSG17, XHH12, YP10, ZYZ+12. **Basic** [NBB18, C14].

**basic-block** [CZ14]. **basics** [Zak12]. **basierte** [Ric14]. **Battery** [ST15].

**battlefield** [WT10]. **Bayesian** [BSA14]. **BeagleBone** [Ric14]. **before** [TD15].

**begone** [MRMV12]. **behavior** [LWB+15, RLBV10, TABS12, WXR16].

**Behavioral** [LN15, AMWW15]. **behaviors** [PCL14]. **behaviour** [SMS+12]. **Beliefs** [BA17]. **Ben** [Teo12]. **Benchmark** [GBC12, SMSB11]. **benchmarking** [AHK+15, MDM17]. **benchmarks** [KHM’11, RGEV11]. **benefit** [HH13]. **best** [Sch13]. **Better** [Bro12, TD15]. **Between** [ADJG19, PVBI17, ZLHD15, BKPK16, CMM17, CSKB12, CSF+16, LSBV16, LSBV17, RDP16, SH12]. **Big** [GTS+15, NWB+15, RVKI15, BOEI17, BBXC13, RVK19, SSG+14, WR10, XGD+19]. **billions** [DRN14]. **bindings** [VGRS16].

**bird** [Guy14]. **Birthmark** [PILCH11].

**Bitcoin** [TD17]. **BIXSAN** [VS11]. **Blame** [KT15]. **Bloat** [MSS10, NWB+18, XMA+14, BRGG12, BBXC13, XR10]. **bloat-aware** [BBXC13]. **block** [CZ14, KBL14]. **block-level** [KBL14]. **blocking** [DW10].

**Blockly** [AMWW15]. **Blueshell** [PWA13].

**boilerplate** [ZCdSOvdS15]. **Book** [Ano15, Bro12, Del13, Gve13, Kie13, Ngo12, Teo12, Teo13]. **Boosting** [ASV+16, AC16].

**Bootstrapping** [CBLFD12]. **Bottle** [DSEE13]. **bottlenecks** [DSEE13]. **bottom** [ZMNY14]. **bottom-up** [ZMNY14].

**boundary** [RDP16]. **Bounded** [NWBI15, GMT14]. **Bounds** [SW12, GvRN+11]. **boxes** [BGDS13]. **Brain** [VBZ+18]. **breaking** [VB14a]. **Breakpoint** [ZW13]. **breakpoints** [PS12]. **Bridging** [PVBI17]. **Bringing** [CV14, HRS+17, STS+13]. **Broken** [dGRdB+15]. **Browser** [MSSK16, PVB17, FIF+15, VS11, VB14a, WGW+11, YK14].

**Browsers** [HLSDK13]. **Browsix** [PVBI17]. **BUbiNG** [BMSV18]. **Budget** [GM12]. **buffered** [DLZ+13]. **buffers** [Gun14]. **Bug** [RPP19, LWH+10]. **Bugs** [OBPM17, XMD+17, ECS15, MDS+17, ODL15, Ryu16]. **Build** [BMDK15, BNE16, ELW15, MAH12]. **Building** [Sta10, HWW+15, Ngo12]. **Business** [CCA+12]. **Bytecode** [BDT10, BSOG12, FHSR12, NS12, RDCP12, Rey13, SEK+19, AdCGGH16, CZ14, DLM10, SP10b, SMP10, VB14b].

**C** [BB12, CDG+17, GBC12, KB11, LSBV16, LSBV17, NED+13, SRTR17, Sta10, Zak18, ZWS15]. **C#** [SSK13]. **C/C** [BB12, NED+13]. **CA** [KP15]. **cache** [IN12, ZP14]. **caches** [NGB16]. **calculations** [VSG17]. **Calculi** [FFF17]. **calculus** [AH10]. **Call** [FGR12, PUL016, ZW14+16, Xue12, SSB+14a]. **Call-site** [SSB+14a]. **calling** [HB13, SSB+14a, ZWZ+14]. **Calls** [SW12, SS16], **came** [Car11], **can** [TPG15], **capabilities** [Ame13]. **capability** [RDF15]. **capo** [SMS11]. **capturing** [BKC+13].

**Card** [GMP12, ABFM12, MLM19, dCMMN12]. **Cards** [BH12, GMP12], **care** [EKUR10]. **Caring** [DA13], **carry** [Ame13].

**Cartesian** [SD16b]. **Case** [ZMM+16, dGRdB+15, AMWW15, HNTL12, JK11, MT13, SPPH10, Vit14]. **Cassandra** [FRM+15]. **casts** [SH12].

**categorising** [CMM17]. **Catena** [TD17]. **Causes** [OBPM17, FRM+15]. **CAV** [KP15].

**Cay** [Gve13]. **CC** [LSBV16, LSBV17], **CCA** [FLZ+18, ZXL16]. **Center** [Hol12], **centric** [DPM+12, FOPZ14]. **CERT** [LMS+12]. **chain** [KSR14]. **Challenges** [GM12, SWMV17, Sie17, SR17]. **Change** [YQTR15, MPR12]. **Changes** [MvDL12]. **Changing** [SSG+14]. **channels**
Cross-Layer [OTR+18], cross-program [KMZN16].
cross-thread [BKC+13]. Crowdsourcing
[BH17]. CrowdSummarizer [BH17].

Cryptography [GPT12]. CSS
[Ano15, HLO15, Sta10]. Curve [GPT12].
customizations [LVG10]. customized
[HB13]. cutting [AMWW15]. Cyclic
[BMOG12, RS12].

D

DiP18b, FLZ+18, GBC12, JEC+12, ZXL16.

DAA [DR10]. Data [Bra14, BMOG12,
BA17, GM12, GTS+15, GT10b, NKH16,
NB+15, NW+18, TAF+18, YWW+18,
dMRH12, BK14, BB17, BOF17, BBXC13,
BJBK12, CDTM10, CRP+10, DFR13,
DHM+12, EKUR10, FOPZ14, KB17, LDL14,
MRA+17, NL14, SAdB+16, SSG+14,
SGG+17, UMP10, WKJ17, WCG14, XXZ13,
XMA+10, XGD+19, ZlvdS17], data-centric
[DHM+12, FOPZ14]. Data-Intensive
[NB+18]. Data-Parallel
[NKH16, CRP+10]. database
[Dei10, EKUR10, TABS12]. databases
[EKUR10, MLGA11]. Dataflow [BR12].

Datalog [ZMG+14]. dataset [MDS+17].

David [Kie13]. Days [Sev12b]. DBT
[KS13]. dead [SK13]. Deadlock
[CHMY19, CHMY15, SR14a, SR14b]. Dean
[Bro12]. debugging
[AsDMG14, BM14, KS14, TB14, ZFK+16].

December [LSB17]. Deciding [SGD15].
decision [RBV16]. Declarative
[DRN14, RS12, FOPZ14, MME+10].

Decomposition [AGH+17, PLL+18].
deconstructing [ACS+14]. decoupled
[LPA13]. deduplication [HOKO14].

Default [BG17, SNS+14]. defects4j
[MDS+17]. defined [FMS+11]. Definite
[NS12]. Definition [SSB14b, AK13, SSB01].

Definitive [Oak14]. delegation [GBS13].
delimited [PDDD17]. DelphJ [GBS13].
demand [FWDL15, ZHL+12].
demand-driven [FWDL15]. DemoMatch
[YKSL17]. demonstrations [YKSL17].

Deoptimization [KRCH14]. depend
[LCW18]. dependability [GD10].

Dependence [PDDD17, JWMC15].
Dependence-driven [PDDD17].
dependences [BKC+13, WLL19].
dependencies [ELW15]. Dependent
[CHJ12, LE16]. deploying [R+13].
deprecation [SRB18]. depth [Rau14].

Design [AC16, ETTD12, MLGA11, Puf13,
RTE+13, SW12, TRTD11, TKL+15,
VGRS16, YCYC12, BBXC13, CSdl6,
GSD+15, IRJ+12, Lnn10a, Lnn10b, OA17,
SAdB+16, SMSB11, VM10, Xue12].

Designing [Sev12b, KHR11]. Desktop
[GS11]. destructive [FF10]. Detecting
[BK12, HLO15, PIlC11, XR10, FF10].

Detection [BH10, BSOG12, KCD12, MS14,
RD15, XMA+14, AMT17, CSK17, LMK16,
LS11, ODL15, PG12, RDF15, RW17, SR14a,
SR14b, SS14, WCG14, XXZ13, XR13].
detectors [LWH+10]. Determinacy
[AM14]. deterministic [DNB+12, MvH15].
developer [EV13, Top11, ZK13].

Developers
[Bro12, BMR14, DJB16, HH13, Wan11].

Developing [FGB+19, R+13].

Development [ABK+16, AYZ10, MT13,
AGR17, BM18, FRGPLF+12, GT10a,
PSW11, SKR17, SH12, WBA+11, ZDS14].

Device [TDD+11, XHH12]. Devices
[GPT12, JQF+16, MV16, ETR+15, Xue12].

DFC [BR12]. diagnosis [RW17]. DiAl
[STCG13]. dialects [BlvdS17]. difference
[PS11]. differential [CSS+16].

Differentiation [FHP+12, PQD12, SD16a].
digital [JMO14]. dimensional [TGZ17].

Directed [STR16, CSS+16, EP14, Lei17,
NG13, NED+13, WM10]. directives
[VGS14]. Discovering [Sev12a]. discovery
[YKSL17]. discrete [DDDF17]. Disease
[PE11]. Dissimilar [Has12]. Distance
[ZW13]. distributable [CRAJ10].
Distributed [BVEAGVA10, CWGA17, LTD+12, LM15, MAHK16, PE11, AdScDr+19, BVGVEA10, BVGVEA11b, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, EABVGV14, STCG13].
distributing [TGZ17]. divide [SBF+10].
Do [HH13, Han15]. Does [BRGG12, Rub14]. 
DOJ [hEYJD12]. DOM [GGC18].
DOM-Based [GGC18]. Domain [KSPK12, CSdL16, EEK+13, HWW+15, PIR17].
down [Ker15, ZMNY14]. DRAM [OTR+18]. df [MSM+16]. DRFX [MSM+10, SMN+12].
Driven [CCA+12, BM18, FGB+19, CHM13, FWDL15, MTL15, PDD17, SR14b]. drug [EKUR10]. DSL [KARO12]. DSSls [KHR11, RO12, SC16]. DSU [PVH14].
Dynamic [AGM+17, ABMV12, ASF17, CHMY15, MvDL12, PTHH14, RDF15, XMA+14, ZKB+16, AF12, BDB11, BK14, BCD13, BOF17, CSV15, CPST15, ELW15, GYB+11, HB13, KRC14, KRR+14, KT14, LWH+10, LVG10, MKZ+14, Nii12b, NG12, NED+13, RLBV10, RCR+14, RRB17, SR14b, SJPS10, SH12, TPG15, VBAM10, WX16, WBA+11, WAB+11, WWS13, WWH+17, ZBB15].
ev-Science [SGV12]. ease [DRN14]. Easy [Jaf13, CRP+10]. economic [CSV15].
Editorial [Fox17a]. Editorials [Fox17b, HTW14, RHT13]. EDSLs [RDP16].
Educator [BA17]. EE [Jen12, MCC17].
Effect [JK11, CCFB15]. Effective [BRMR14, PTML11, RD15, CSdL16, KPP+18, Kie13]. Effectively [UR15].
first [SC16, TSD+12]. first-class
[SC16, TSD+12]. fix [TPG15]. Fixing
[SRT17, LTZ14]. flexibility [SBF+10].
RHN+13, BCD13, KHR11, Por18, ZW10.
Flink [LTZ14]. Floating [Jaf13, AJL16].
Floating-Point [Jaf13, AJL16]. Flow
AF12, ABFM12, BK14, FWDL15, HBS16.
KHL+13, LSWM16, PTP12.
Flow-sensitive [LMK16]. FlumeJava
[CRP15+]. fly [UJR14, URJ18]. folding
[CPST14]. Footprint [GS12, WHN11].
Forecasting [CC15]. foreign [LWH+10].
forge [Ler10]. fork [MZC10a]. fork/join
[MZC10a]. form [KG15]. Formal [DLPT14].
KR12, SW12, HD17, PSR15, SZ11.
formalised [CWW13]. Format [YWW+18].
Forsaking [GBS13]. FORSETI [CSV15].
Forward [PFP14]. Foundation [CJ17].
Four [CSS10]. FPGA [OUX+13].
fragmentation [PZM+10].
fragmentation-tolerant [PZM+10].
fragments [OA17]. frames [SJP10].
Framework
[CCA+12, Den18, FFF17]. LM15, PWSG17.
PWSG19, RBL12, SEK+19, Ame13, AC16.
DDDF17, ER14, FRGPLF+12, JEC+12.
KMLS15, Lon10a, Lon10b, MT13, PKO+15.
RR14, STY+14, ZW10, ZDS14.
Frameworks [PPMH15]. Francisco [KP15].
free [DTLM14]. FC11, GK15, HHH+14, NFV15.
free-form [KG15]. free-lunch [DTLM14].
free-style [ZWS15]. frequent [RC17].
Friendly [RBL12]. fringe [MB12, MB12].
Full [SRTR17, DRN14]. Full-Word
[SRTR17]. Fully [FSC+13]. PG12, ZFK+16.
Functional
[Wam11, Ame13, BVGVEA11b, NFV15, UFM15, Brol12]. functional-style
[UFM15]. functions [LSBV16, LSBV17].
Fundamentals
[HC13, Teo13, Gve13]. Fusing
[MS13, ETR12, WM10]. fusion
[KBPS17]. future [SS16]. fuzzers [Guo17].
Game [MT14, War11]. Gap
[PVB17, ZLHD15]. Garbage
[ASV+16, BH12, GTS+15, JCM19].
MAK19, QSa+16, Sch13, SKBL11, URJ18.
AGGZ10, BCR13, BP10, BVGV14b, BOF17.
GTSS11, KPHV11, KBL14, NGB16.
SIE10, SJO10, UY10, UJR14, XGD+19.
garbage-collection [SIE10]. Gary [Gve13].
GC [NGB16, RGM13]. GEMs [BSM16].
General
[CHMY19, AdScD+19, CHMY15.
EKUR10]. general-purpose [AdScD+19].
generalized [WT10]. generate [CS12].
generated [BM18]. Generating [HJS+10].
RDF16, GRF11, KS14, MHBO13, SS13.
Generation
[AGM+17, BH17, YWW+18, CRJ+10.
PPMH15, PSNS14, Rim12, RO12, UMP10].
generations [BOF17]. generators [SLF14].
generic
[DDM11, Fer13, HH13, ZPL+10, eBH11].
generics [AS14, Gri17, PBHM13]. Genetic
[TCY12, MT13]. Genotyping [YCYC12].
GeoGebra
[ABK+16]. geosciences
[MCY+10]. Geospatial [CH17]. German
[Sch13]. get [Ame13]. Getaway
[SLES15, SLE+17]. Gets [BH12]. getters
[MII13]. Getting [GM14]. Giga [DS15].
Giga-scale [DS15]. glimpse [SP16].
Glottaran [SL+12]. go [LWB+15].
Goldilocks [EVT10]. Good [dGDR+15].
Google [Ngo12, MGI17, Sam12].
GPGPU [PQTGS17]. GPGPU-accelerated
[PQTGS17]. GPU [PKO+15]. GPUs
[Hol12]. grade [CRJ+10]. Gradual
[RSP+15, SFR+14, TSD12, SIE17].
grained
[DRN14]. grammars [GN16, SHU16].
granularity [CZ14]. Graph
[dMR12, BS13]. Graphical [SL+12].
Graphics [Cec11, LLL13]. graphs
[AdCGGH16, DSEE13, JWMC15, PULO16].
green [BRGG12]. Greenfoot [Ko10].
grids
[SGV12, VWJB10, MZC10b]. Gridifying


Information-flow [HBS16]. Infrastructure [Den18, NG12].

Inheritance [LN15, WT11, AST+16, GBS13, NCS10].

Initial [LTD+12]. initialization [AMT17, MME14]. Initiation [FGR12].


Interface [Liu14, MvDL12, SLS+12, AYZI10, MT14, LT11, LT14]. Interfaces [WT11, Cho14, DLM10, LW+10, PSNS14, WT10]. interference [YDF15]. International [Hol12, KP15, Fox17a].

Interoperability [GSS+18, GSS+16].

Interpretation [BDT10, DLR16, DLM10, DLR14, NSDD17].

Interpretation-Based [DLR16]. interpreter [D’H12, KMMV14]. interpreters [HWW+15, Ivds16, MD15, ZLB14].

Interprocedural [CPV12, FWDL15, ZMY14]. Interrupting [AST12]. intersection [KT15]. intra [BJK+12]. intra-node [BJK+12].

Introducing [Dan17, DMS11].

Introduction [CIAD13, CSZ17, HTLC10, HTW14, Lew13, RHT13, VK12, Hav11, VF10].

Introductory [BNP11]. intrusively [MZH+10]. Invasive [ADJG19].


Involvement [ZMM+16]. IP [TKL+19].


Isolation [ZLB+13]. Issue [DV13, HL13, HTW14, Puf13, VK12, Fox17a, HTCL10, HCA11, RHT13].

iterations [DD13]. iterators [ZLB14].


Java [Bro12, De18, Fox17a, Gve13, HWM11, HTW14, MvH15, Ngo12, Sch13, VK12, AO11, KvGS+14, PQTG17, SAdB+16, ABC18, ASDMG14, AST12, AF11, AYZI10, AdS+19, AS14, AAB+10, Alt12, Ame13, AdCGGH16, AT16, And14, Ano12, Ano13, ABMV12, AGR12, AGR17, ABC10, AD13, ABFM12, AK13, BK12, BH17, BM14, BH12, BDT10, BVGVEA10, BVEAGVA10, BVGVEA11a, BVGVEAFG11, BVGVEA11b, BVGVEA13, BVGV14a, BVGV14b, BS12, BMDK15, BO11, BO12, BO13, BCR11, BDGS13, BCD13, BD17, BRGG12, Blvd17, Bla18, BR12, BH10, BB15, BB12, BNP11, BW12, BA12, BZD17, BSOG12, BMOG12, BKP16, BA17, BBK12, CIAD13, FGB+19, CS17, CZ14, CMM17, CWW13, CV14, CS12, CDTM10, CCFB15, CC15, CRJ+10, CWGA17, CSF+16, CSK17, CCH11, CJ17, CDG+17, Cle16, CSdL16].

Java [CCA+12, CRAJ10, DJLP10, DDDF17, DLM10, DLZ+13, DV13, DR10, DHS15, DJB16, DMS11, ECS15, EEE+13, ES14].
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